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Chapter 7 Debrief



Warm Up

• What does it mean to be a citizen?

• How does one become a citizen in the United States?

• Has anyone in your family become a U.S. citizen since you’ve been alive?



Citizenship

• How is this defined in the Constitution?

• It is not defined!

• What might be problematic about this?



Dred Scott v. Sandford

• Dred Scott, born a slave in Virginia (slave state)

• Moved to New York (free state) with his owner, 

John Sanford

• Dred Scott sued his owner for freedom, claiming that 

he was legally free while living in New York and wins

• He then sues when his owner refuses to pay his back 

wages for the time he worked while free.

• What did the Supreme Court decide?



Dred Scott v. Sandford

Supreme Court ruling (1857):

• "The general words . . . seem to embrace the 
whole human family . . . But it is too clear 
for dispute, that the enslaved African race 
were not intended to be included, and 
formed no part of  the people who framed 
and adopted this declaration [of  
Independence]."
• Chief  Justice Roger Taney, Scott v. Sandford, 1857

• Which means..?



Citizenship

• The Civil War (1861-1865)

• Slavery as the cause

• North beat the South

• Civil War Amendments (13, 14, 15)



Civil War Amendments

• 13th Amendment

• Abolishes Slavery

• 14th Amendment

• Grants citizenship to all persons born or naturalized in the U.S.

• 15th Amendment

• Guesses?



15th Amendment

• “Section 1. The right of  citizens of  the United States to vote shall not be 

denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of  race, 

color, or previous condition of  servitude.

• "Section 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by 

appropriate legislation.”

• What is this saying?

• Voting cannot be denied based on race, color, or previous slave status



Fighting for the Vote

Southern states still frequently found ways to disenfranchise (deny the vote to) African 
Americans

• Jim Crow Laws: Literacy tests, grandfather clauses

• Poll taxes

• Violence

• Voting Rights Act 1964

• Outlawed voting laws that discriminated against and disenfranchised specific voting groups

• Who else might be excluded?



Women's Suffrage

• 3 waves

• First starts in early 1830s (focused mainly on rights, not voting)

• Second late 1800s led by Susan B. Anthony to fight for vote

• Some successes

• 1869: Wyoming Territory

• 1870: Utah

• 1883: Washington Territory

• Finally successful during Progressive Era of  early 1900s

• August 18th, 1920: 19th Amendment Ratified



Expanding the Vote

• 17th Amendment: Direct election of  Senators

• 19th Amendment: Gives the vote to women

• Indian Citizenship Act: Grants citizenship and voting rights to Native 

Americans (1924)

• 26th Amendment: lowers voting age to 18



Fighting for the Vote

• U.S. Territories

• Since electoral college and voting systems are a state matter, citizens of  U.S. territories 

do not vote for president and do not have voting power in Congress

• Do pay most federal taxes (such as social security) but only income tax if  they work for 

the government

• Pays for public goods and programs provided by the government



Fighting for the Vote

• Native Americans

• Struggled against many of  the same laws as African Americans (poll taxes, literacy tests, 

etc.).

• Voter ID laws and address requirements make registering to vote difficult

• Many states so not provide proper access to voting (locations, early voting, mail in 

ballots, etc.)

• Shelby County v. Holder affects protections for Native Americans as well



Stop and Think

• Have we fixed all the voting rights issues?

• What are some of  the way's minority groups are still disenfranchised?

• What groups are most often targeted?

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQCSEexqVzukuQIZkgLD7Oz29gkFX

5t9/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQCSEexqVzukuQIZkgLD7Oz29gkFX5t9/view?usp=sharing


Happy Thursday!

• Reminder: 12 pt. Font (Times New Roman), Double-Spaced, MLA Format, 

Works Cited, NO contractions or personal pronouns!!

• Agenda

• Citizenship and Political Participation

• Outline Rubric



Citizenship

• Naturalization

• The process by which a person born outside the United States gains citizenship 

status

• How do you do it?





Citizenship

Lawful Permanent 

Resident:

• Immigrants to the United 

States with legal residency. 

Issued identification card 

(Green Card) as proof  of  

legal right to live in the 

United States. Access to 

public utilities, pay taxes.



Resident vs. Citizen

• If you are a U.S. permanent or conditional resident—

that is, someone with a green card—the basic rule is 

that you cannot apply for U.S. citizenship (or apply to 

naturalize) until you have lived in the United States as a 

lawful permanent resident for at least five years. That 

means exactly five years, to the day.



Naturalization

• Could YOU be naturalized?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJlY9C7YWzI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJlY9C7YWzI


Political Parties

What factors affect the way we 

vote?



Age and Political Participation

• Pew Research Center surveys over the past two decades also have 

found compelling evidence that generations carry with them the imprint of  

early political experiences.

• As Fact Tank noted last year, Americans who came of  age during the 

Truman and Eisenhower administrations, and are now in their 70s and 80s, 

have fairly consistently favored Republican candidates, while those who 

turned 18 under Bill Clinton and his two successors have almost always voted 

more Democratic than the nation as a whole.

http://www.people-press.org/2011/11/03/section-1-how-generations-have-changed/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2013/11/21/jfk-torch-bearers-now-vote-more-republican/




Age and Political Participation

• In other words, it’s not so much that old people are conservative as it is 
that they came of  age during events that swayed them to the 
conservative mindset.

• Political events during your formative years, shape your political leanings throughout 
your life.

• After age 40, you are unlikely to change your political leanings.

• How are millennials likely to vote when they are old?

• How will those turning 18 during Trump/his successor likely to vote?



Education and Political Participation

• In recent decades we have seen an increasing divide in political leanings between those with 
and without a college degree.

• “Beyond the shifts in vote preference and party identification, highly educated adults also 
increasingly have liberal attitudes and values, while there has been less change among those 
without a college degree.” In other words

• Highly educated adults are more likely than the less educated to hold liberal views.

• Those with less education are more divided in their viewpoints

• Education is becoming a stronger factor in voting than in previous decades, often 
more telling than income or career, with Democrats gaining steady ground amongst 
the highly educated.



Happy Monday!

• How was your weekend?

• Agenda:

• Civics Outline

• Political Spectrum Debrief

• Political Parties



Warm Up!

• Where do you think our class is on the political spectrum?

• What do you know about political parties?

• What is the role of  political parties?



Political Spectrum
Where do you belong?

https://www.people-press.org/quiz/political-typology/?groupID=oo417




What is a Political Party?

• An organization that seeks to gain 

power by electing members to 

public office.

• What type of  party system do we 

have?

• Two Party system (vs. multi-party)

• Not intended by Founders



The Two-Party 
System

• Benefits

• Stability

• Wide coverage 

of  issues

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7JBXja7SAY


The Two-Party 
System

Drawbacks

• Contention and division

• Less choice in 
candidates

• Corruption

• Divided government

• Less informed public

• Civic disengagement



Political Parties

• Recruit Candidates and support campaigns

• Organize elections and inform voters

• Help organize government



Political Parties

“The polarization study [issued by the Pew Research Center] found that more Americans today hold consistently 
liberal or consistently conservative values across a wide range of  issues, that Democrats and Republicans are 

further apart ideologically and that more partisans express deeply negative views of  the other political party, with 
many going so far as to see the other side as a “threat to the nation’s well-being.”

• Roles have become widely corrupted in recent years

• Tend to choose candidates that will win rather than those that will be good at their jobs

• Often use attacks of  other side instead of  informing voters

• Create deep divide in government that makes enacting policies difficult



Political Parties

• Different opinions around major issues

• Size of  national government

• Taxes

• Regulation of  Business

• Social Issues

• Environment

• Nothing is set in stone and opinions change depending on the situation.

• Very difficult to say someone is “conservative” or “liberal”



Warm Up!

• What are 2 things you remember from Monday?

• What is the role of  political parties?

• What party system does the U.S. have?

• What are the benefits/drawbacks of  this?



Party Beliefs

• Protect/Expand Social Security

• LGBTQ Rights

• Government for social reform

• Make voting easier

• Publicly financed elections

• Eliminate Super PACs

• Combat Climate change

• College funding and more funding for public 
schools

• Saving Social Security

• Reduce size of  government

• Term Limits

• Less government regulation

• Pro-Electoral College

• Strict voter ID laws

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SyLy-0Qgnw


Taxes

• Taxes wealthy (over $250,000) to help 
Social Security

• Progressive Taxation

• Close loopholes and tax evasions

• Tax Wall Street

• Tax relief  for disabled

• Childcare tax relief

• Clean energy tax cuts

• No raising taxes

• Reform tax code



Healthcare and Education

• LGBTQ Rights

• Universal Health Care

• Mental Health/Addiction programs

• Medicare/Medicaid protection

• Federal involvement in education

• One man/one woman

• Education choices

• No federal, one size fits all gov. 

education program

• Repeal ACA





Third Parties

• Green Party

• Socialist Party

• Populist Party

• Tea Party



Political Parties

• Political Parties are not stagnant

• Party affiliation does not determine action

• Parties can be reactionary

• What they say is not the same as what they do



Political Parties

• Democratic Party

• Republican Party

• Green Party

• Tea Party

• Libertarian Party

• Constitution Party

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ANXB7SIsKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XObcP69dhCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNKv02LtAW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viP1WzlYPM0


Political Party Posters

• You may pick your partners for this assignment

• You can work alone or with up to 2 other friends

• No groups bigger than 3

• You will need to use your phones to help you

• You will have the remainder of  the period to work on your poster

• They are due at the end of  period



Poster Requirements

• The party 

• At least 3 images for your party

• A minimum of  5 beliefs for your party (Research)

• 3 Current Leaders in that party or former leaders if  your party has dissolved

• You must create your own slogan and symbol for each party

• You will be graded on:

• Accuracy, Organization, Neatness, and Fulfilling the necessary requirements



Homework

• Finish Poster!

• Please read the section on pg.80 of  your textbook titled “Defining Civil 

Liberties and Civil Rights”

• Answer the following questions in your class notes:

• What are Civil Liberties? What are some examples?

• What are Civil Rights? What are some examples?



Warm Up!

• What are 2-3 things you learned about your party?

• What are Civil Liberties?

• Give me 3 examples

• What are Civil Rights?

• Give me 3 examples



Political Parties

• Democratic Party

• Republican Party

• Green Party

• Tea Party

• Libertarian Party

• Constitution Party

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ANXB7SIsKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XObcP69dhCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNKv02LtAW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viP1WzlYPM0


Civil Rights vs. 
Civil Liberties

• Civil Liberties= Basic 

Freedoms

• Civil Rights= Basic 

Right to be free from 

discriminatory acts



Civil Liberties

• The right to free speech.

• The right to privacy.

• The right to remain silent in a police interrogation.

• The right to be free from unreasonable searches of  your home.

• The right to a fair court trial.

• The right to marry.

• The right to vote.



Civil Rights

"Civil rights concern the basic right to be free 

from unequal treatment based on certain 

protected characteristics (race, gender, disability, 

etc.) in settings such as employment, education, 

housing, and access to public facilities."







Map of  Destruction

https://www.vox.com/2015/2/23/8090157/native-american-theft


Native American Sovereignty

• The ability for tribes to govern themselves within the United States

• Constitutionally supported

• "Nations within a Nation"

• Federal Recognition= government to government relationship with the U.S.

• Domestic Dependent- Stripping of  Native Rights

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6Ku7EeqdR4


Native American Sovereignty Project

• Due Monday @ 9:59 on TII

• All the info on my website

• Limited Hard Copies available

• Independent Research and work time



Interest Groups & 

Elections
Ruether, 19-20



Warm Up!

• What are 2-3 things you learned about Native American Sovereignty?

• What do you think Interest Groups are and how do they impact politics?

• What is going on the next couple days in the U.S. Politics?



Special Interest 

Groups

Basically a club within politics that tries to influence 
policy to achieve a specific goal

• NRA

• PETA

• Wilderness Society

• Achieve goals through lobbying $$$

• Political Action Committees (PACs)

• Group that collects money and funnels it into 
campaigns

• Often seen as a way to bypass campaign finance 
laws



Super PACS

• Super PACs – like PACs, but not directly coordinating with campaign 

without a limit on donation size

• Political Campaigns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2A5QlpAyKSQ


The Process

How a candidate gets the party nomination

• Closed Primaries

• Only registered party members vote

• Open Primaries

• Anyone can vote

• Caucus

• Same thing, but local and always 
closed

• What problems might arise with these 
systems?



The Three 
Types of  
Elections



Campaigning

• What is the purpose of  a campaign?

• Issues v. Image

• Packaging a candidate's views to appeal to voters

• Backing candidates that have a good political “image” and are thus more likely to win





Winning the 

Election

• Majority vs. Plurality

• Idea is that candidate with majority wins

• Reality is that whoever gets the most only wins in a 
winner take all system

• Candidates tend to focus on populous and 
battleground states

• States likely to be close and can go to either party



Potential Problems

• Electoral College

• Campaign finance abuse/corruption

• Tends to favor wealthy individuals

• Voting methods and close elections

• Electronic – hacking/glitches

• Paper

• Hanging chads

• Butterfly ballots

• Faulty vote counting machines

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17m-YAyoTVb4UrqPHwDS01TrpoZXshTP2




Potential Problems

• The amount of  money needed to raise a political campaign has increased 

dramatically over the last 20 years.

• How might this affect those in elected positions and how they choose 

to spend their time?

• Discuss with your table group what you think the most serious issues are 

with the election process and how you would fix them



Win the White House

You must write down:

• Your Party

• Issues Addressed in the Primary Debate

• 4 issues debated, 5 if  you didn’t choose the "Maverick Issues"

• The "Maverick Issue" you selected

• What was your slogan?

https://www.icivics.org/games/win-white-house


Impeachment Stuff





Warm Up!

• What are interest groups?

• What is one interest group you remember from Tuesday?

• What is the difference between an open and closed primary?



Gerrymandering

•The deliberate rearrangement of  the 

boundaries of  congressional districts to 

influence the outcome of  elections



Gerrymandering

• The U.S. Census as it relates to House of  
Representative "Reapportionment"

• What do we remember?

• How many reps (districts) does Washington have?

• What happens if  we lose OR gain a district?





Reapportionment

Reapportionment happens every 10 years to adjust congressional seats among the 50 states so 

everyone is fairly represented in the U.S. Congress. The U.S. Constitution requires that the U.S. 

House of  Representatives have 435 seats divided between all 50 states. Each state receives at 

least one congressional seat. The remaining 385 are divided, or “apportioned” according to 

population. As the population of  some states grows faster than that of  others, congressional 

seats move from the slow-growing states to the fast-growing ones.

The 2010 Census counted just over 6.7 million people living in Washington. With our 

significant growth, Washington will have a 10th congressional seat. The Redistricting 

Commission must draw the voting boundaries for this new congressional district.



Redistricting

• ...is the way in which we ADJUST THE 

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS that determine who 

represent us in this case, Congressional Districts



Washington State





Redistricting: How? Who?

• Encompass, as nearly as can be done (or is “practicable”) equal 

numbers of  people. Make sure that parts of  a district are not 

physically separated.

• “Four commissioners are appointed by the Legislature. The 

Commissioners appoint a fifth, non-voting, non-partisan chairperson.”



Who is Gerrymander?

• Original gerrymander was 

created in 1812 by Mass. 

governor Elbridge Gerry, who 

crafted a district for political 

purposes that looked like a 

salamander.



Types of  Gerrymandering

• Packing: place as many voters of  1 type into a single district to reduce their 

influence in other districts.

• Cracking: involves spreading out voters of  a particular type among many 

districts in order to reduce their representation by denying them a sufficiently 

large voting block in any particular district.













Gerrymandering

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17m-YAyoTVb4UrqPHwDS01TrpoZXshTP2


Research

• Now that we have talked about Gerrymandering, and I have shown you a 

few examples, I want you to find an example of  your own!

• In partners or groups of  three, please do the following:

• Find an example of  Gerrymandering

• Email me that picture of  the map and the link to an article

• Tell me which party benefitted from the redistricting



Gerrymandering 
Game

• To better understand 

the process, you will try 

to reorganize districts to 

meet the needs of  your 

population.

http://www.redistrictinggame.org/


Reflection

• What problems do you 
see with 
gerrymandering? 

• From the lecture and 
the game

• What are some possible 
solutions you think 
might work to combat 
gerrymandering?



Destination White House

• Documentary

• Viewing Guide

https://www.amazon.com/Destination-White-House-n/dp/B078GWXYV7/ref=sr_1_15?crid=27WUZ4FTU08ER&keywords=political+documentaries&qid=1576792644&s=instant-video&sprefix=political+%2Cprime-instant-video%2C203&sr=1-15

